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Orchestrated Hell

CBS Radio broadcast of Berlin Night Bombing Raid, 3 December 1943

AUTHENTICITY CERTIFIED: Text version below transcribed directly from audio

CBS Announcer: CBS World News now brings you a special broadcast from London. Columbia's
correspondent, Edward R. Murrow, was on one of the RAF bombing planes that smashed at Berlin last
night, in one of the heaviest attacks of the war. Fortyone bombers were lost in the raid and three out of the
five correspondents who flew with the raiders failed to return. For Mr. Murrow's story of the attack, we take
you now to London.
Murrow: This is London. Last night, some of the young gentlemen of the RAF took me to
Berlin. The pilot was called Jock [Abercrombie]. The crew captains walked into the briefing
room, looked at the maps and charts, and sat down with their big celluloid pads on their
knees. The atmosphere was that of a school and a church. The weatherman gave us the
weather. The pilots were reminded that Berlin is Germany's greatest center of war production.
The intelligence officer told us how many heavy and light ackack guns, how many
searchlights we might expect to encounter. Then, Jock, the wing commander, explained the
system of markings, the kind of flares that would be used by the pathfinders. He said that
concentration was the secret of success in these raids; that as long as the aircraft stayed well
bunched, they would protect each other.
The captains of aircraft walked out. I noticed that the big Canadian with the slow, easy grin
had printed "Berlin" at the top of his pad and then embellished it with a scroll. The redheaded
English boy with the twoweeks'old mustache was the last to leave the room.
Late in the afternoon we went to the locker room to draw parachutes, Mae Wests¹ and all the
rest. As we dressed, a couple of the Australians were whistling. Walking out to the bus that
was to take us to the aircraft, I heard the station loudspeakers announcing that that evening
all personnel would be able to see a film, StarSpangled Rhythm  free.
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We went out and stood around the big, black fourmotored Lancaster, "D for Dog." A small
station wagon delivered a thermos bottle of coffee, chewing gum, an orange, and a bit of
chocolate for each man. Up in that part of England the air hums and throbs with the sound of
aircraft motors all day, but for half an hour before takeoff the skies are dead, silent, and
expectant. A lone hawk hovered over the airfield, absolutely still as he faced into the wind.
Jack, the tail gunner, said, "It'd be nice to fly like that." DDog eased around the perimeter
track to the end of the runway. We sat there for a moment. The green light flashed and we
were rolling  ten seconds ahead of schedule.
The takeoff was smooth as silk. The wheels came up, and DDog started the long climb. As we
came up through the clouds, I looked right and left and counted fourteen black Lancasters
climbing for the place where men must burn oxygen to live. The sun was going down and its
red glow made rivers of lakes of fire on tops of the clouds. Down to the southward, the clouds
piled up to form castles, battlements, and whole cities, all tinged with red.
Soon we were out over the North Sea. Dave, the navigator, asked Jock if he couldn't make a
little more speed. We were nearly two minutes late. By this time, we were all using oxygen.
The talk on the intercom was brief and crisp. Everyone sounded relaxed. For a while, the eight
of us in our little world in exile moved over the sea. There was a quarter moon on the
starboard beam and Jock's quiet voice came through the intercom, "That'll be flak ahead." We
were approaching the enemy coast. The flak looked like a cigarette lighter in a dark room 
one that won't light, sparks but no flame  the sparks crackling just above the level of the
cloud tops. We flew steady and straight, and soon the flak was directly below us. DDog
rocked a little from right to left, but that wasn't caused by the flak. We were in the slipstream
of other Lancasters ahead, and we were over the enemy coast.
And then a strange thing happened. The aircraft seemed to grow smaller. Jack in the rear
turret, Wally the midupper gunner, Titch the wireless operator, all seemed somehow to draw
closer to Jock in the cockpit. It was as though each man's shoulder was against the others.
The understanding was complete. The intercom came to life, and Jock said, "Two aircraft on
the port beam." Jack in the tail said, "Okay, sir. They're Lancs." The whole crew was a unit
and wasn't wasting words.
The cloud below was tentenths. The bluegreen jet of the exhausts licked back along the
leading edge, and there were other aircraft all around us. The whole great aerial armada was
hurtling towards Berlin. We flew so for twenty minutes, when Jock looked up at a vapor trail
curling across above us, remarking in a conversational tone that, from the look of it, he
thought there was a fighter up there. Occasionally the angry red of ackack burst through the
clouds, but it was far away, and we took only an academic interest. We were flying in the third
wave.
Jock asked Wally in the midupper turret, and Jack in the rear turret, if they were cold. They
said they were all right and thanked him for asking. He even asked how I was and I said, "All
right so far." The cloud was beginning to thin out. Off to the north we could see lights, and the
flak began to liven up ahead of us. Buzz, the bombaimer, crackled through on the intercom,
"There's a battle going on the starboard beam."
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We couldn't see the aircraft, but we could see the jets of red tracer being exchanged.
Suddenly, there was a burst of yellow flame and Jock remarked, "That's a fighter going down.
Note the position." The whole thing was interesting, but remote. Dave, the navigator, who
was sitting back with his maps, charts, and compasses, said, "The attack ought to begin in
exactly two minutes." We were still over the clouds.
But suddenly those dirty gray clouds turned white and we were over the outer searchlight
defenses. The clouds below us were white, and we were black. DDog seemed like a black bug
on a white sheet. The flak began coming up, but none of it close. We were still a long way
from Berlin. I didn't realize just how far. Jock observed, "There's a kite on fire dead ahead." It
was a great, golden, slowmoving meteor slanting toward the earth. By this time we were
about thirty miles from our target area in Berlin. That thirty miles was the longest flight I have
ever made.
Dead on time, Buzz the bombaimer reported, "Target indicators going down." At the same
moment, the sky ahead was lit up by bright yellow flares. Off to starboard another kite went
down in flames. The flares were sprouting all over the sky, reds and greens and yellows, and
we were flying straight for the center of the fireworks. DDog seemed to be standing still, the
four propellers thrashing the air, but we didn't seem to be closing in. The clouds had cleared,
and off to the starboard a Lanc was caught by at least fourteen searchlight beams. We could
see him twist and turn and finally break out. But still, the whole thing had a quality of
unreality about it. No one seemed to be shooting at us, but it was getting lighter all the time.
Suddenly, a tremendous big blob of yellow light appeared dead ahead; another to the right
and another to the left. We were flying straight for them.
Jock pointed out to me the dummy fires and flares to right and left, but we kept going in.
Dead ahead there was a whole chain of red flares looking like stoplights. Another Lanc was
coned on our starboard beam. The lights seemed to be supporting it. Again we could see
those little bubbles of colored lead driving at it from two sides. The German fighters were at
him. And then, with no warning at all, DDog was filled with an unhealthy white light.
I was standing just behind Jock and could see all the seams on the wings. His quiet Scots
voice beat into my ears, "Steady lads, we've been coned." His slender body lifted half out of
the seat as he jammed the control column forward and to the left. We were going down. Jock
was wearing woolen gloves with the fingers cut off. I could see his fingernails turn white as he
gripped the wheel. And then I was on my knees, flat on the deck, for he had whipped the Dog
back into a climbing turn. The knees should have been strong enough to support me, but they
weren't, and the stomach seemed in some danger of letting me down too. I picked myself up
and looked out again. It seemed that one big searchlight, instead of being twenty thousand
feet below, was mounted right on our wingtip. DDog was corkscrewing. As we rolled down on
the other side, I began to see what was happening to Berlin.
The clouds were gone, and the sticks of incendiaries from the preceding waves made the place
look like a badly laidout city with the streetlights on. The small incendiaries were going down
like a fistful of white rice thrown on a piece of black velvet. As Jock hauled the Dog up again, I
was thrown to the other side of the cockpit.
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And there below were more incendiaries, glowing white and then turning red. The cookies, the
fourthousandpound high explosives, were bursting below like great sunflowers gone mad.
And then, as we started down again, still held in the lights, I remembered that the Dog still
had one of those cookies and a whole basket of incendiaries in his belly, and the lights still
held us, and I was very frightened.
While Jock was flinging us about in the air, he suddenly flung over the intercom, "Two aircraft
on the port beam." I looked astern and saw Wally, the midupper, whip his turret around to
port, and then looked up to see a singleengine fighter slide just above us. The other aircraft
was one of ours. Finally, we were out of the cone, flying level. I looked down, and the white
fires had turned red. They were beginning to merge and spread, just like butter does on a hot
plate. Jock and Buzz, the bombaimer, began to discuss the target. The smoke was getting
thick down below. Buzz said he liked the two green flares on the ground almost dead ahead.
He began calling his directions. And just then a new bunch of big flares went down on the far
side of the sea of flame and flare that seemed to be directly below us. He thought that would
be a better aiming point. Jock agreed and we flew on.
The bomb doors were opened. Buzz called his directions: "Five left, five left." And then, there
was a gentle, confident upward thrust under my feet and Buzz said, "Cookie gone." A few
seconds later, the incendiaries went, and DDog seemed lighter and easier to handle. I
thought I could make out the outline of streets below, but the bombaimer didn't agree, and
he ought to know. By this time, all those patches of white on black had turned yellow and
started to flow together. Another searchlight caught us but didn't hold us. Then, through the
intercom came the word, "One can of incendiaries didn't clear. We're still carrying it." And
Jock replied, "Is it a big one or a little one?" The word came back: "Little one, I think, but I'm
not sure. I'll check." More of those yellow flares came down and hung about us. I haven't seen
so much light since the war began.
Finally, the intercom announced that it was only a small container of incendiaries left, and
Jock remarked, "Well, it's hardly worth going back and doing another run up for that." If there
had been a good fat bundle left, he would have gone back through that stuff and done it all
over again. I began to breathe, and to reflect again  that all men would be brave if only they
could leave their stomachs at home  when there was a tremendous whoomph, an
unintelligible shout from the tail gunner, and DDog shivered and lost altitude. I looked to the
port side and there was a Lancaster that seemed close enough to touch. He had whipped
straight under us  missed us by twentyfive, fifty feet, no one knew how much.
The navigator sang out the new course and we were heading for home. And Jock was doing
what I had heard him tell his pilots to do so often  flying dead on course. He flew straight
into a huge green searchlight, and as he rammed the throttles home remarked, "We'll have a
little trouble getting away from this one." And again DDog dove, climbed, and twisted, and
was finally free. We flew level then. I looked on the port beam at the target area. There was a
red, sullen, obscene glare. The fires seemed to have found each other and we were heading
home.
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For a little while it was smooth sailing. We saw more battles. Then another plane in flames,
but no one could tell whether it was ours or theirs. We were still near the target. Dave, the
navigator said, "Hold her steady, skipper. I want to get an astral sight." And Jock held her
steady. And the flak began coming up at us. It seemed to be very close. It was winking off
both wings, but the Dog was steady. Finally, Dave said, "Okay, skipper. Thank you very
much." And a great orange blob of flak smacked up straight in front of us, and Jock said "I
think they're shooting at us." I'd thought so for some time. And he began to throw D for Dog
up, around, and about again. When we were clear of the barrage, I asked him how close the
bursts were and he said, "Not very close. When they're really near, you can smell 'em." That
proved nothing for I'd been holding my breath.
Jack sang out from the rear turret, said his oxygen was getting low  thought maybe the lead
had frozen. Titch, the wireless operator, went scrambling back with a new mask and a bottle
of oxygen. Dave, the navigator, said, "We're crossing the coast." My mind went back to the
time I had crossed that coast in 1938, in a plane that had taken off from Prague. Just ahead
of me sat two refugees from Vienna  an old man and his wife. The copilot came back and
told them that we were outside German territory. The old man reached out and grasped his
wife's hand. The work that was done last night was a massive blow of retribution, for all those
who have fled from the sound of shots and blows on a stricken continent.
We began to lose height over the North Sea. We were over England's shores. The land was
dark beneath us. Somewhere down there below, American boys were probably bombing up
Fortresses and Liberators, getting ready for the day's work. We were over the home field. We
called the control tower and the calm, clear voice of an English girl replied, "Greetings DDog.
You are diverted to Mulebag." We swung round, contacted Mulebag, came in on the flare path,
touched down very gently, ran along to the end of the runway and turned left. And Jock, the
finest pilot in Bomber Command, said to the control tower, "DDog clear of runway."
When we went in for interrogation, I looked on the board and saw that the big, slowsmiling
Canadian and the redheaded English boy with the twoweeks'old moustache hadn't made it.
They were missing.
There were four reporters on this operation. Two of them didn't come back. Two friends of
mine, Norman Stockton of Australian Associated Newspapers, and Lowell Bennett, an
American representing International News Service. There is something of a tradition amongst
reporters, that those who are prevented by circumstances from filing their stories will be
covered by their colleagues. This has been my effort to do so. In the aircraft in which I flew,
the men who flew and fought it poured into my ears their comments on fighters, flak, and
flares in the same tone that they would have used in reporting a host of daffodils. I have no
doubt that Bennett and Stockton would have given you a better report of last night's
activities.
Berlin was a kind of orchestrated hell  a terrible symphony of light and flame. It isn't a
pleasant kind of warfare. The men doing it speak of it as a job. Yesterday afternoon, when the
tapes were stretched out on the big map all the way to Berlin and back again, a young pilot
with old eyes said to me, "I see we're working again tonight."
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That's the frame of mind in which the job is being done. The job isn't pleasant; it's terribly
tiring. Men die in the sky while others are roasted alive in their cellars. Berlin last night wasn't
a pretty sight. In about thirtyfive minutes it was hit with about three times the amount of
stuff that ever came down on London in a nightlong blitz. This is a calculated, remorseless
campaign of destruction. Right now the mechanics are probably working on DDog, getting
him ready to fly again. I return you now to CBS, New York.
CBS Announcer: You have been listening to Edward R. Murrow in an eyewitness report of his experiences
in one of the bombers that raided Berlin last night. At 6:45pm, Eastern War Time, Mr. Murrow will again be
heard over most of these stations with a report on the highlights of his story. This is the Columbia
Broadcasting System.
¹An inflatable lifejacket; personal flotation device used by downed aviators at sea during WWII.
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